One of the most important sources of predictability that human beings can exploit to create an internal representation of the external environment is the ability to implicitly build up subjective statistics of events' temporal structure and, consequently, use this knowledge to prepare for future actions. Stimulus expectancy can be subjectively shaped by hierarchically nested sources of prediction, capitalizing on either local or global probabilistic rules. In order to better understand the nature of local-global proactive motor control in Down Syndrome, in the present study a group of participants with Down Syndrome (DS group; n = 28; mean age 29.5 ± 13 years; range 10-54) and a group of typically developing participants matched by either gender or mental age (TD-MA group; n = 28; 5.6 ± 1 years; range 4-8) were administered a novel motor preparation task, defined as the Dynamic Temporal Prediction (DTP) task. In the DTP, the temporal preparation to imperative stimuli is implicitly shaped by the local increase of expectancy. This is manipulated trial-by-trial as a function of the preparatory foreperiod interval (Stimulus-Onset Asynchrony or SOA). In addition, temporal preparation can be also implicitly adjusted as a function of global predictive context, so that a block-wise SOA-distribution bias toward a given preparatory interval might determine a high-order source of expectancy, with functional consequences on proactive motor control adjustment. Results showed that in both groups motor preparation was biased by temporal expectancy when this was locally manipulated within-trials. By contrast, only the TD-MA group was sensitive to global rule changes: only in this cohort was behavioral performance overall impacted by the SOA probabilistic distribution manipulated between-blocks. The evidence of a local-global dissociation in DS suggests that the use of flexible cognitive mechanisms to implicitly extract highorder probabilistic rules in order to build-up an internal model of the temporal properties of events is disrupted in this developmental disorder. Moreover, since the content of the information to be processed in the DTP task was neither verbal nor spatial, we suggest that atypical global processing in Down Syndrome is a domain-general rather than specific aspect characterizing the cognitive profile of this population.
INTRODUCTION
Down syndrome (DS), one of the most common genetic syndromes, is caused by full or partial trisomy of chromosome 21, in particular Trisomy 21, which is the most common karyotype accounting for 95% of cases. DS affects about 1 in 1000 newborns (McGrother and Marshall, 2008) . A core feature of most of people with DS is that they show mild to severe levels of intellectual impairment together with a wide range of associated physical, medical and neuropsychological deficits in several cognitive domains. More specifically, a consistent finding documented in the literature is that the neuropsychological profile of children with DS is characterized by some impaired domains (i.e., verbal abilities) in spite of other domains being relatively preserved (i.e., visuo-spatial skills). According to a neuroconstructive account, the domain-specific dissociations in the verbal and visuo-spatial cognitive functions observed in this syndrome might be better understood as the end-state of a process of atypical modularization emerging across development rather than as the starting point neuropsychological characteristic of DS (Karmiloff-Smith, 1998) . Consistent with this account, previous studies have highlighted atypicalities in Executive Function (EF) as domain-general features at the basis of the domain-specific impairment described in the DS. Specifically, working memory, inhibition and flexibility/set-shifting have consistently shown to be weaker relative to typically developing children matched on mental age or children with other forms of intellectual disability (Lanfranchi et al., 2004 (Lanfranchi et al., , 2010 Lee et al., 2011; Borella et al., 2013; Carney et al., 2013; Costanzo et al., 2013; Daunhauer et al., 2017) . In addition to EF difficulties, other researchers have emphasized differences in visual selective spatial attention (Cornish et al., 2007; Scerif and Steele, 2011; Breckenridge et al., 2013; Carney et al., 2013) and in visual and auditory sustained attention (Brown et al., 2003; Atkinson and Braddick, 2011) as possible early dysfunctional hallmarks constraining the development of domain-specific cognitive skills in DS.
In parallel with what was shown for the spatial domain, more recently it has been reported that the ability to use temporal information to implement attentional control and optimize behavior may constitute another domain-general property of the human cognitive system. In fact, the ability to selectively allocate attention in time (i.e., temporal orienting) plays an essential role in the proactive regulation of human behavior (Nobre, 2001) . Specifically, the ability to use external or internal environmental cues to establish temporal expectancy toward upcoming events represents an important gating mechanism that enables us to prioritize relevant stimuli and to process them faster and better (Correa, 2010) . While these mechanisms have been widely investigated in adults (Coull et al., 2000; Correa et al., 2004 Correa et al., , 2006 Coull, 2010; Mento, 2017) , only a handful of studies have addressed the developmental trajectory of temporal orienting mechanisms. In one of the earliest studies on this topic , we used a cued reaction time task to provide behavioral evidence that voluntary (topdown) and automatic (bottom-up) mechanisms at the basis of temporal orienting follow a stable developmental trajectory after 6 years of age, although the ability to make a combined use of them emerges after 8 years of age (but see Johnson et al., 2015) . Neuroimaging data further suggests that 8-12-year-old children engage adult-like neural mechanisms to orient attention in time either voluntarily or automatically (Mento and Vallesi, 2016; Mento et al., 2018) . In spite of this promising research line on typically developing children, temporal attention has slipped out of the research agenda in the study of atypical development. Yet, there is consensus that a failure in using temporal information to generate predictive behavior toward future events may be a hallmark common to several neurodevelopmental disorders (Brenner, 2012) .
In a recent study (Mento et al., 2019) , for the first time we extended the investigation of temporal orienting toward an understanding of the mechanisms underlying this function in atypical development. Specifically, a group of children with DS was compared with either chronological or mental age matched controls while performing the same temporal orienting task already used with typically developing children in . The results showed that the overall behavioral performance of participants with DS was similar to that of typically developing children with equivalent mental age both in terms of response speed and accuracy. In spite of this, while automatic temporal orienting mechanisms instantiated by temporal regularities (i.e., foreperiod intervals) seemed to be well established and operating in both typically developing children and individuals with DS, only the first were able to use voluntary temporal attention, taking advantage from the temporal information explicitly provided by symbolic cues to speed up their performance. In other words, the ability to implicitly represent and process temporal information to implement proactive motor control was preserved in DS, while the ability to represent and use such information explicitly was disrupted in this population. This finding is consistent with previous suggestions that the implementation of strategic processes engaged in top-down attentional control presents an additional challenge for people with DS (Lanfranchi et al., 2004 (Lanfranchi et al., , 2010 . At a first glance, these findings seem to suggest a tout-court dissociation between explicit and implicit attentional mechanisms in DS. However, it is not entirely clear whether the nature of implicit processes in atypical development is completely comparable to what is known about typical development. Although previous studies have suggested that implicit learning is a developmentally stable and inflexible mechanism (Meulemans et al., 1998; Vinter and Perruchet, 2010; Amso and Davidow, 2012) , evidence coming from infant studies indicates that this cognitive function might be a flexible rather than static process, able to adapt to different experiential contexts. An emblematic example is constituted by the socalled rule learning, that is, the ability to automatically abstract important information on the simple basis of the statistical properties of sensory events (e.g., syllables) and, consequently, to translate these rules to different domains (e.g., faces). In this regard, it has been reported that rule learning stabilizes within the first year of life in typically developing infants (Johnson et al., 2009) . It is therefore plausible to suggest that, by school age, implicit learning extracts dynamic and flexible characteristics that in turn allow information to be acquired in automatic mode and across several environmental contexts. In other words, to facilitate the acquisition of new knowledge of the world, implicit learning should be a flexible and adaptive mechanism.
Following up this hypothesis, in a recent study (Mento and Granziol, under revision) we tried to provide empirical support for the hypothesis that implicit mechanisms underlying proactive motor control have a flexible nature. Namely, in this study we used a new, child-friendly reaction time task purposely designed to investigate how local (within-trial expectancy bias) and global (between-block expectancy bias) predictions interplay to generate temporal expectancy and consequently shape proactive motor control in young (5-6-year-old), middle (7-8 year old) and old (9-10 old) typically developing children. Interestingly, we found that while local temporal prediction showed stable developmental trajectories, the ability to use a block-wise global rule to proactively adjust motor control in terms of both accuracy and speed becomes stable after the age of seven. On the one hand, these findings support the view that the implicit learning is an early emerging mechanism that nevertheless goes through developmental changes during childhood. On the other hand, they suggest that flexibility of implicit learning may constitute a necessary prerequisite for mastering complex domains that are explicitly represented.
Coming back to DS, one of the characteristic aspects of this genetic disorder is the difficulty manifested in cognitive processes that imply the ability to represent and explicitly manipulate information. In contrast, implicit processing seems to be preserved (e.g., Mento et al., 2019) . However, current studies have mostly used experimental tasks that imply a static, rather than flexible use of implicit cognitive resources. It is therefore not clear whether in a situation that requires cognitive flexibility in the implicit adaptation to a variable environmental context, individuals with DS have typical or atypical developmental characteristics. In line with what has been described in the literature for explicit flexibility (D'Souza et al., 2016) , one might expect that, even in the case in which explicit and intentional representation and/or manipulation of information is not required, individuals with DS may have implicit learning difficulties within of a dynamic and variable context implying local -global rule shifts. This hypothesis is in line with the neuroconstructivist account, which postulates that an impairment of early and domain-general ability (such as implicit learning) could result in a cascade of atypical outcomes. The main aim of the present research is to investigate how local -global predictive contexts can implicitly influence the ability to orient attention over time and consequently modulate motor performance in DS. In line with previous studies (Mento et al., 2019) , we expected individuals with DS to be able to implement a form of implicit temporal expectation, therefore being sensitive to simple predictive rules (local bias). In line with the difficulties of cognitive flexibility in explicit tasks, however, we expect that implicit temporal expectation may nonetheless be inflexible. In other words, we hypothesized that, compared to a control group of same mental age, individuals with DS may have difficulties in implicitly adapting their motor performance to global predictive rules in spite of preserved local prediction.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Twenty-eight participants with DS (mean age 29.5 ± 13 years; range 10-54; 14 females) were initially enrolled from different local associations of the North-East of Italy and compared with a group of twenty-eight mental age-matched participants with typical development (TD-MA; 5.6 ± 1 years; range 4-8; 14 females) recruited from preschools and primary Schools in the North-East of Italy. In both DS and TD-MA groups non-verbal abilities were assessed by means of the Raven's Colored Progressive Matrices (CPM) test (Raven et al., 1990) . The raw score obtained through the Raven's PCM test was used to estimate mental age of both groups. For this purpose, Italian normative data (Belacchi et al., 2008) were used. The demographic characteristics of the three groups are reported in Table 1 .
Furthermore, parents of participants were asked to fill in the SDAG (Scala di Disattenzione e Iperattività -Genitori, or the inattention and hyperactivity scale for parents (Cornoldi et al., 1996) . This is an Italian parent report measure designed to assess the presence of inattentive (subscale SDAG-1) or hyperactive (subscale SDAG-2) symptoms in children. Children scoring above the critical cut-off for the presence of significant inattentive or hyperactive/impulsive behavior were excluded from the study. Children reported as having neurological or psychiatric conditions were also excluded. All children's parents signed a written consent form. All experimental procedures were approved by the Ethics Committee of the School of Psychology at the University of Padua (protocol n • 2536) and were conducted according to the principles expressed in the Declaration of Helsinki.
Experimental Procedure
All participants contributed to the study individually in a quiet room. Stimuli were presented on a laptop with a 17-inch monitor at a resolution of 1,280 × 1,024 pixels. Participants were seated comfortably in a chair at a viewing distance of around 60 cm from the monitor. All participants performed the Dynamic Temporal Prediction (DTP; Mento and Granziol, under revision) task. The DTP has been adapted from a previous task in our laboratory to investigate how children adapt proactive motor control in relation to dynamic changes in the local and global predictive rules across the task.
Trial Structure
Each trial began with the display of a warning visual stimulus (S1), followed by the presentation of an imperative visual stimulus (S2) that stayed on the screen for a maximum of 3,000 ms. S1 consisted of a picture of a black camera lens surrounded by a circle (total size of the stimulus: 840 × 840 pixels, 144 dpi, 10.62 • × 10.54 • of visual angle). S2 consisted of a picture of a cartoon character, which was displayed centrally within the camera lens. The inter-trial-interval was randomly manipulated between 600 and 1,500 ms. The task consisted of speeded target detection; participants were required to press the space bar with the index finger of the dominant hand as quickly as possible at target occurrence. To encourage good performance in the participants, they were given the following instruction:
Hi! This is the BARBAPAPA family! Here is Barbadad, Barbamama, and their seven children. The barpapapas are playing hide and seek in the woods. Your job is to take a photo of them as soon as they appear in view of your camera. You can take a photo by pressing the space bar. Find them all! But take care-if you press the bar too soon or too late, they will run away!
Local Predictive Context
To investigate the effect of the local predictive context on behavioral performance, the S1-S2 stimulus-onset-asynchrony (SOA) was varied trial by trial within each experimental block so that three possible fixed intervals were created. These included a short (500 ms), a medium (1,000 ms), or a long (1,500 ms) SOA. This manipulation, illustrated in Figure 1A , was intended to introduce three levels of temporal preparation to S2 onset in each block. Specifically, this manipulation allowed us to investigate local prediction as the effect of the stimulus hazard rate on task performance. Indeed, the use of an S1-S2 SOA variable is expected to dynamically bias subjective temporal expectancy (Woodrow, 1914; Karlin, 1958; Niemi and Näätänen, 1981; Luce, 1986; Nobre et al., 2007; Los, 2010) . Specifically, in line with previous literature (see Los, 2010 for a review), we expected participants to be fastest at detecting the targets occurring at the longest SOA and slowest at those appearing at the shortest SOA.
Global Predictive Context
As illustrated in Figure 1B , to assess the effect of the global changes in the predictive context, different probability distributions per each SOA interval were introduced and manipulated block-wise, as described below.
Uniform (U) Distribution Block
In this condition, a rectangular distribution of the three SOAs was used. That is, the frequency of each SOA in a block was kept constant. This type of distribution is the most classic probabilistic distribution employed in both the adult (Los, 2010; Vallesi, 2010; Mento, 2017) and the developmental SOA literature (Vallesi and Shallice, 2007; Johnson et al., 2015; Mento and Vallesi, 2016) . FIGURE 1 | Dynamic temporal prediction (DTP) task. The DTP task was purposely designed to investigate the effect of both local and global predictive rules on implicit temporal preparation. The circle (S1) warned children on the presentation of the imperative S2 stimulus (a cartoon character; here represented with colored disks for illustrative purposes due to copyright restriction). Participants had to make speeded reaction times at S2 onset by pressing a button on the keyboard. The effect of local prediction was assessed by manipulating S1-S2 stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) within each experimental block (A). The effect of global prediction was assessed by manipulating the between-block, a priori relative SOA distribution to create three probabilistic distributions in which the SOAs were equally distributed (uniform) or skewed toward the short (short-biased) or long (long-biased) SOA (B).
The use of an a priori uniform distribution has long been described to translate into a biased a posteriori temporal preparation. Indeed, as time goes by, the conditional probability of S2 onset increases exponentially in virtue of the fact that it has not occurred yet (Luce, 1986; Nobre et al., 2007) . As a consequence, motor preparedness will be lowest at the shortest SOA and highest at the longest SOA.
Short-Biased (SB) Distribution Block
In this case, an a priori biased distribution toward the short SOA was delivered. In particular, the relative percentage was 60, 32, and 8% for the short, medium, and long SOA, respectively. This kind of distribution, also known in the literature as non-aging distribution (Trillenberg et al., 2000; Los et al., 2017) , is purposely intended to counterbalance the hazard-based increment of temporal expectancy as a function of SOA length.
Long-Biased (LB) Distribution Block
In this block, a distribution mirroring the one used in the SB block was created. Specifically, the relative percentage was 8, 32, and 60% for the short, medium, and long SOA, respectively. This kind of distribution, also known in the literature as aging distribution (Trillenberg et al., 2000; Los et al., 2017) , is purposely intended to exacerbate the hazard-based increment of temporal expectancy as a function of SOA length.
Experimental Design
The experimental manipulations yielded a factorial design in which either the SOA (short versus medium versus long) and the block type (SB versus U versus LB) factors were orthogonally contrasted to investigate the effect of local and global predictive context, respectively. A total of three experimental blocks per SOA distribution were delivered, for a total of 9 blocks. Each block included 30 trials, for a total of 270 trials administered to each participant. The total length of the experiment was about 15 min. To avoid participants inferring the change in the global probability distribution, no pauses were introduced between blocks. Instead, a blank slide was inserted in the middle of each block to allow children to rest. It is important to note that participants were not told about the presence of betweenblock different probabilistic distributions to ensure they did not know about the global rule changes. In this way, we were able to investigate the presence of group differences in relation to the ability to adjust behavioral performance implicitly in terms of both speed (RT) and accuracy (percentages of not-anticipated responses) as a function of either local or global predictive rules. All blocks were matched for sensorimotor requirements, as the visual stimuli and the required response were always the same across the experiment. The only differences were related to the changes in the predictive context experienced through the task. Moreover, block-type order was counterbalanced between subjects. This ensured that spurious effects due to introducing either local or global fixed predictive contexts did not bias the performance. Before starting the experimental session, participants were presented with a block of 20 training trials for each condition to ensure they understood task instructions. During training, all participants received feedback every trial according to their performance. Specifically, a neutral yellow smile was displayed in cases in which either anticipatory (before target onset) or premature (<150 ms before target onset) responses were provided. A yellow smile was displayed if the RT was between 1,000 and 1,500 ms from target onset. Finally, a green smile was displayed if the RT was between 150 and 1000 ms. E-prime 2 software (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, United States) was used to create and administer the experiment.
Data Analysis
Both mean accuracy and RT to targets were collected and analyzed separately for both groups. Specifically, in order to obtain a preliminary, general measure of the ability to accomplish the task, mean accuracy was calculated for each group as the mean of correct (i.e., not anticipated) responses across all experimental conditions. Only responses between 150 ms and 1,500 ms from target onset were considered correct and included in the analyses. According to our previous study investigating motor preparation in participants with DS (Mento et al., 2019) , only participants showing mean performance exceeding an a priori cutoff value of >65% were entered in the models on RTs. This was done to rule out the possibility that any RT effects or their comparisons across groups may be biased by spurious variables, including poor understanding of task instruction or generalized difficulties in maintaining attentional set along the whole task. This also allowed us to improve the statistical reliability of RT analysis because it only included those participants who exhibited a sufficient number of correct trials per experimental condition.
Generalized linear mixed effect models (GLMMs) were tested on both mean accuracy and RTs. Group (i.e., DS vs. TD-MA), the SOA length within-block (i.e., short, medium and long) and the block-type (SB d vs. U d vs. LB d ) were set as fixed factors, the models' intercept as random factor (i.e., random intercept models) and children as the clustering variable. Interactions of Group with both SOA and Block were tested as well. Cohen's d according to the method explained by Westfall et al. (2014) were computed for each effect (i.e., main or multiple comparisons). All the statistical analyses were computed using R statistical software (R Core Team, 2018), and using the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015) to test the GLMMs. Given the exploratory nature of this study, multiple comparisons were computed only for the statistically significant main effects, by using the emmeans (Lenth, 2018) package; in this case, the p-value were adjusted with a False Discovery Rate correction (FDR; (Benjamini and Yekutieli, 2001) . The p-values of the GLMMs were obtained by means of the car package (Fox and Weisberg, 2018) . The results of the GLMMs are presented separately.
RESULTS
Accuracy
The mean accuracy scores per group and condition are reported in Table 2 . The statistical results for task accuracy are summarized in Table 3 .
There were no significant between-group differences in terms of mean accuracy (percentages of anticipated responses), confirming that the task was equally difficult for participants with Mean and standard deviation (in parentheses) measures of accuracy (percentage of correct responses) for participants with Down Syndrome (DS) and typically developing participant matched by mental age (TD-MA) for each experimental condition. Specifically, the leftward columns report data for the short-biased (SB) blocks relatively to the short, medium and long SOA (SB S , SB M and SB L , respectively). The central columns report data for the uniform (U) blocks relatively to the short, medium and long SOA (U S , U M and U L , respectively). The rightward columns report data for the long-biased (LB) blocks relatively to the short, medium and long SOA (LB S , LB M and LB L , respectively). DS and TD-MA children. Nevertheless, accuracy was affected by SOA, because participants were overall more accurate at detecting the trials with short as compared to those with both medium (t (424) = 5.68, p < 0.001, d = 0.39) and long SOA (t (424 1 ) = 10.29, p < 0.001, d = 0.72). We also observed higher accuracy in medium than long SOA trials (t (424) = 4.61, p < 0.001, d = 0.32). Although the Group × SOA interaction did not reach statistical significance the data show a general tendency of the DS group to make more anticipation errors. In fact, as shown in Figure 2 (left panel) the accuracy difference between the short and long SOA trials was bigger in the TD-MA group (local delta effect = 9.84%; t (424) = 8.99, p < 0.001, d = 0.89) than in participants with DS (local delta effect = 6.1%; t (424) = 5.56, p < 0.001, d = 0.55).
No significant main effect of Block emerged, suggesting that accuracy was generally not affected by the global distribution properties of the single intervals. Most remarkably, we found a significant interaction between the factor Block and Group. As shown in Figure 2 (right panel) , only in the TD-MA group was performance significantly affected by the global rule changes, with lower accuracy within SB than the LB blocks (t (424) = 2.92, p = 0.01, d = 0.29). In contrast, DS children displayed similar accuracy (t (424) = 0.19, p = 0.98, d = 0.01) in all blocks.
Reaction Times
The mean accuracy scores per group and condition are reported in Table 4 . The statistical results for task response speed are summarized in Table 5 .
In line with what was observed for accuracy, performance was comparable between participants with DS and TD-MA children in terms of response speed, as confirmed by the absence of a main Group effect on mean RTs. In spite of this, we observed a robust effect of SOA. As shown in Figure 3 (left panel) , response speed was overall lower as the SOA increased, confirming that participants were able to adapt their motor preparation on the basis of the probability of S2 onset, which was lowest at the shortest SOA and highest at the longest SOA. More specifically, pairwise comparisons confirmed that participants were overall faster in the long than the short SOA trials (z = −6.75, p < 0.001, d = 1.16) as well as in the medium as compared to short SOA ones (z = −4.881, p < 0.001, d = 0.91). No significant differences were observed when comparing RTs in long vs. medium SOA trials (z = −1.618, p = 0.24, d = 0.25). Noticeably, the SOA effect was constant among groups, as confirmed by the nonsignificant interaction. Indeed, as displayed in Figure 3 (left  panel) , the difference between the mean response speed in short vs. long SOA trials was similar among the DS (local delta FIGURE 2 | Mean task accuracy. Age cluster interacts with foreperiod (left panel) and distribution (right panel). LB, long-biased; SB short-biased; SOA, stimulus-onset-asynchrony; U, uniform. Black bars refer to confidence intervals. No main effect of Block emerged, although this factor interacted with Group. Indeed, as the task became more pressing (SB block), TD-MA children showed faster RTs compared to LB blocks (global delta effect = 55 ms, z = 0.84, p = 0.13, d = 0.6). By contrast, participants with DS did not show any significant between-block difference in response speed (global delta effect: 2.87 ms, z = 0.17, p = 0.98, d = 0.03), as shown in Figure 3 (right panel). In other words, TD-MA children succeeded to implicitly adapt their behavioral performance to task demands, becoming faster when the task became more pressing. However, participants with DS failed to show any adjustment of response speed as a function of task difficulty. The lack of speed adaptation to the global temporal pattern of the task in participants with DS did not depend on their demographic characteristics, as shown by the absence of significant correlations between delta global effect and chronological (r = −0.13; p = 0.48) or mental (r = −0.24; p = 0.22) age.
DISCUSSION
In the present study, we investigated how the ability to generate implicit temporal expectancy on the basis of local and global predictive rules may affect proactive motor control in individuals with DS compared to mental-age matched typically developing children.
To this purpose, we used a simple stimulus detection task, known as Dynamic Temporal Prediction task (DTP; Mento and Granziol, under review) , in which all participants were asked to produce speeded motor responses to warned imperative stimuli. The preparatory interval (SOA) between the warning and the imperative stimulus was manipulated within trials to generate temporal expectancy on the basis of local probabilistic rules. In addition, we introduced a higher-order (global) predictive rule by introducing three types of blocks with different SOA probabilities, leading to a U (same probability per each SOA), an SB (higher probability of short SOA), and an LB (higher probability of long SOA) distribution.
The results showed no overall significant differences between groups in terms of mean response speed. We also found no significant group differences in the mean accuracy, which was overall very high (above 85% of not anticipated responses).
These findings confirmed that the task was equally difficult for participants with DS and TD-MA children. We found that in all participants task performance was implicitly biased by temporal expectancy generated on the basis of local prediction. This was demonstrated by significantly faster (although more inaccurate) responses in trials with long than short preparatory (SOA) intervals. In other words, the longer participants waited for the presentation of the imperative stimulus, the higher was the conditional probability of its onset, hence, the faster they were to detect it. Yet, the downside of this greater motor preparation was a loss of control, with a higher number of anticipation errors for the expected imperative stimuli. The effect of local expectation on behavioral performance is well known and has been consistently reported in typically developing adults (see Los, 2010 for a review) and children (Vallesi and Shallice, 2007; Johnson et al., 2015; Mento and Vallesi, 2016) . Traditionally, it has been explained by assuming that the probability of an event to occur at a given moment is conditioned by the local accumulation of evidence that has not yet occurred (Niemi and Näätänen, 1981; Luce, 1986 ). Here we report that task performance was equally impacted by SOA duration in both groups, confirming our recent observation that local prediction is present and operating in the DS (Mento et al., 2019) . From a theoretical point of view, our findings also corroborate the hypothesis that the ability to use local prediction (i.e., the foreperiod effect) does not require effortful cognitive processes such as strategic or voluntary control of attention and preparation over time (Van Der Lubbe et al., 2004; Los and Heslenfeld, 2005; Los, 2010; Los et al., 2017; Mento et al., 2019) .
In spite of preserved speed, accuracy and local prediction performance, we found a remarkable group difference in the ability to extract and use global patterns to generate feedforward motor control. Indeed, in typically developing children, we observed a significant response speeding up to the imperative stimulus in the blocks with a higher frequency of short SOA trials as compared to those with uniform or long-biased distributions. This means that as the task became faster in stimulus presentation, typically developing children were able to adapt their performance, showing faster reaction times (although this implied a slight decrement in response accuracy). Noteworthy, this adaptation did not occur in individuals with DS, who exhibited same accuracy and mean response speed for different global predictive patterns. In other words, although participants with DS were able to implement a basic form of proactive motor control based on the simple accumulation of local expectancy, this ability was not flexibly modulated by global context.
These results provide a possible new avenue for a deeper understanding of the nature of implicit mechanisms in atypical development. In this regard and as far as we know, previous studies claiming that implicit learning is preserved in children with DS (Parkin et al., 1990; Wyatt and Conners, 1998; Vicari et al., 2000; Jones et al., 2002) mainly used task requiring to learn implicitly vs. explicitly from a static pattern. Here, for the first time we used a new kind of task defined as Dynamic Temporal Prediction (DTP; Mento and Granziol, under Mean and standard deviation (in parentheses) measures of reaction times for participants with Down Syndrome (DS) and typically developing participant matched by mental age (TD-MA) for each experimental condition. Specifically, the leftward columns report data for the short-biased (SB) blocks relatively to the short, medium and long SOA (SB S , SB M and SB L , respectively). The central columns report data for the uniform (U) blocks relatively to the short, medium and long SOA (U S , U M , and U L , respectively). The rightward columns report data for the long-biased (LB) blocks relatively to the short, medium and long SOA (LB S , LB M and LB L , respectively). revision) that purposely introduced hierarchically nested, localglobal predictive patterns in a dynamic context. The sequence of local (SOA duration) and global (block-type) were fully randomized for each participant, so that they were required to extract consistent rules from a changing sensory stimulation. This methodological aspect allowed us to test not only the tout-court presence of implicit learning on motor performance. Rather, it provided a new way to test how flexible and adaptive this cognitive function is. In a recent study using the same task (Mento and Granziol, under revision) we found that the ability to use global patterns to feedforward adapt the motor behavior is already in place from 5 years onward, although it reaches a stable developmental trajectory after 8 years of age. From a developmental perspective the changes in global cognition compared to the stable age trend of local cognition suggests that global cognition generally requires a more developed statistical learning ability, including the capacity to extrapolate and introject even more complex sensory patterns based on hierarchical composite relationships between single elements. This account is in line with Elman's (Elman, 1993) hypothesis of the "importance of starting small, " (p.72) suggesting that developmental constraints on learning may constitute a necessary prerequisite for mastering complex domains. Also in line with a neuroconstructive theoretical account, a possible way to reconcile previous findings of preserved implicit learning in DS, our findings suggest that perhaps implicit learning, albeit present, is nevertheless less flexible than in typical development. Limited flexibility of implicit mechanisms in the DS may be an early, domain-general constraint whose developmental effect translates into an impairment of explicit cognition, although additional empirical evidence is needed to support this hypothesis.
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